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To till usion, it inctly concern. 
Be it, known that, , SAM t; EL is. Sir EPA::), a 

citizen of the inited Si: les, it sitting at 
Washington, in the District of 'olunia, 
lave in vetect certail new at list' ful i 
provements in Drafting-fens, of which 
following is a specification. 

This invention relates to draftsme's lens. 
{}ne (lect of the it vention is to jovice a 

i0 draftsman's pen whereby the strength and 
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uniformity in the thickness of the line may 
be maintained throughout the entire draw 
ing of throughout the writing or printing of a 
series (fictiters or murnerals. 
Another object is to provide a pen of the 

nature stated embodying among its chara,c- 
teristics a rigid writing end deflected from 
the body of the same and formed to cally a 
large supply of ink and insure an even feeding 

20 of the ink for making letters and for number 
ing purposes or making maps or mecharical 
drawings, the instrument being especially 
serviceable for making typographic contour 
drawings wherein the lines are generally nec 
essarily required to be even or uniform in 
thickless throughout the d'awing. - 
With the above and other objects in view, 

the present invention consists in the combi 
nation and arrangement of parts hereinafter 

30 more...fully described, illustrated in the ac 
coil panying drawings and particularly point 
ect out in the appended claims. 

in the drawings:--Figure 1 is a perspec 
tive view of the pen supplied with and in 
position for use. Fig.2 is a top plan view. 
RE 3 is a face view of the Sist of 
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the instrument, the view being slightly ex aggerated. 
Referring now more particularly to the 

40 accompanying drawings, the reference char 
acters and 2 indicate arms which may be 
secured at their inner ends to the handle 3. 
The outer end of the arm 1 is de?lected down 
warly at an obtuse angle to the longitudinal 

45 axis of the instrument and tapered to pro 
vide a comparatively long rigid finger 4 for 
coöperation with the comparatively long ta 
pering rigid finger 5 formed at the outer end 
of the arm 2. The inner face of the arm 1 is 

50 flat and straight throughout its length until 
it is deflected to form said finger 4, while the 
inner face of the arm 2 is flat, and straight 
throughout the greater portion of its length 
and directed downwardly and upwardly to 

55 form an open-sided cavity or ink-well 6 im 
mediately opposite the base of the finger 4 through the fingers, and means for adjusting 

in face of it in get 4. 
ill 
t( 

and the tirected downwardly to provide the 
said iigii, it ring fir?t 5, w: )se inner face 
is fiat all subst:utiliy partiei with the flat 

he fination of 
s: it ink-weii (5 provices a, soul tier 7 over 
whici the is 8 flows into the space between 
this ?ingei's 4 at d5, in this particular forma 
tion 6 - 7 togetics' with tic tape iting fingers 
4 i ! ( 5 Irovides for neans whereby a con 
a lively large antity of ink may be con 

fine setween the aris and 2 for supply 
ii) 'ough tilt space it tween the finge's 4 and 
5 and insure a continuous and even feeding 
of the ink througly said space. The arms 
and fingers are of equal rigidity to provide 
for steadiness in manipulating the pen, and 
by virtue of the tapering and comparatively 
long fingers an undue quantity of ink is held 
back from the point of the instrument to in 
sure fineness and uniformity of line. 
The arms 1 and 2, and consequently the 

fingers 4 and 5, may ie adjusted through the 

ti 
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instrumentality of a suitable thuib screw 9, . 
and as the arms 1 and 2 and their fingers 4 
and 5 are rigid, and especially in view of the 
fact that the Writing points of the fingers 4 
and 5 are flattened incident to being cut of 
at right, angles to the axis of the instrument, 
as at S and 9, respectively, there is little 
liability, if any, for the instrument to stick 
into the paper and thereby result in a scat 
tering of the ink, and a consequent biotting 
of the paper upon which the instrument is 
used because no pressure need he placed 
upon the instrument, it will be noted, also, 
that the fingers 4 and 5 are substantially 
semi-circular in cross section and both the 
fingers and the arms are preferaibly of the 
same width. 
What is claimed is:- . 
1. An instrument of the character /de 

scribed comprising substantially rigid arms 
provided at their outer ends with rigid taper 
ing fingers disposed out of allinement with the 
longitudinal axis of the instrument, said 
fingers being substantially the same thickness 

100 

throughout their length with their writing 
points blunted; the inner face of the upper 
arm, and its finger being preferably flat and 
straight and the inner face of the lower arm and its finger being substantially flat and 

! straight with a shoulder and a cavity formed 
in the lower arm between its body portion 
and its finger to provide for the maintenance 
of a supply of ink between the arms to flow 

  



to its 3 . 23, .. 2 

the arms and fingers toward and away froin 
each other. 

2. An instruanent of the character de 
scribed collapiising arms each defected to 

is provide rigid fingers disposed a2 is s 
tially obtuse age io the oil giitics: 
of the is stillnet, one of the is 
ther deflected to provide a sist: 

ink supply disposed at all inclied angle it: 
{he paper to insure a union feeding of the 
ink to the fingers and permit, the instrument, 
3G be guided is sily directic). Alci ji:iii. i. 
8 iniforin line. 

i"Sills, 2)" is 
- - - - i. its (, SCS S3 ); d e . : 

ink retaining cavity at the ijase of its tige. e angle to tie longit ridii 
s: to provide for the mainteia: i.e. Qi ink iii. i. i.e : in}{2i} , sile () is: is 

2 sil-oui ted to pro 
sided inl; iretair 

rear of the shoulder for supply &ircugh the a vity 
{inger to provide { 

1-- 

fingers. 
3. A.) instruinent of tie characte; cle 

scribed comprising a 'nas eachi dielected to 
provide rigid finger's disposed at a substa)- 
iaily obtuse angle to the iongitudinal axis 
of the instrumeni, one of the arias icing 
formed to provide a shoulder to 'etard the 
flow of ink thro5 g the finger's aid to provide 

; for the maintenance of a supply of ink in the 
rear of the shoulder for supply ig the fingers, 

: the finger's being disposed horn:aily sub 
stantially perpendicular to the paper ind the 

i. 

o or Élie Jisi fui (g of it. 
in the rees of the silou ider for silly 
through the fijigeirs, the e: icinitie: (8 tile 
ingers being substantially seini-circuli' it. 
cross section. . 

in testinoy whereof afii, Jiyi signati ''. 
in presence of two witnesses. 

SAMUEL ), SES is , 
-- Y - 

ivinesses: . 
OHN W. SIGGERs, 

GiEO. C. S.H.O.E., AKER. 
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